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Cumberland Lodge has been providing
transformative experiences for students for over
70 years. From our base in Windsor Great Park,
we challenge silo thinking and inspire people of all
ages, backgrounds and perspectives to find
creative ways of progressing towards more
peaceful, open and inclusive societies.

‘I arrived at Life Beyond the PhD tired and stressed, with
worries, concerns and questions. I left with a renewed sense
of self-confidence, increased self-awareness, a deeper love of
my research area, new friendships and the promise of
collaborating on an interdisciplinary paper with fellow PhD
students whom I would never have met had I not attended.’
(2017)

‘I feel energised and inspired! It was timely and I feel very
encouraged.’ (2018)

Speakers will include:

- Rachel Hall, Universities Editor, Guardian

- Dr Steve Joy, Head of Researcher Development,
University of Cambridge

- Professor Helen Nicholson,Vice-Principal, Royal
Holloway, University of London

- Dr Laura Castells Navarro, Osteoarchaeologist,
and former Cumberland Lodge Scholar

What to expect

Join us for the chance to participate in sessions on:

Public engagement-
Self-leadership-
Interdisciplinary research proposals-
Mental health for researchers-
Presentation and writing skills-
Sharing research with a non-specialist audience.-

This renowned conference will give you the
opportunity to share your research and aspirations,
to explore collaborative and interdisciplinary ways of
working, and to meet other doctoral students from
a range of backgrounds and disciplines.

What’s it all about?

Our annual ‘Life Beyond the PhD’ conference is a
unique, interdisciplinary celebration of research
culture in the UK.  Now in its twelfth year, it gives
PhD students and early-career researchers the
opportunity to share their experiences, develop
their transferrable skills, and explore the value of
doctoral research in an inclusive and supportive
environment. Tickets

£395 Single occupancy

£295 Shared occupancy (twin room)

Tickets will be available  from Monday 3 June 2019 via
Eventbrite. Purchase includes all meals and four nights’
accommodation at Cumberland Lodge.

Find out more: cumberlandlodge.ac.uk/whats-
on/life-beyond-phd-2019
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